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Abstract—The need for XP-like agile approaches that facilitate
flexible evolutionary development has been widely acknowledged
in the AOSE area. Such approaches improve acceptability of
agent-technology by the industry. Evolutionary development of
multi agent systems-MASs can only be applied successfully, if
designs of the MASs being developed are improved throughout
the development process.In our previous work, we have defined a
refactoring approach that makes evolutionary MAS development
possible. In this paper, we mainly aim to identify a development
approach for MAS refactoring tools. In order to discuss this
approach, we developed a refactoring tool called ReSeagent on
the Seagent framework. Although the ReSeagent tool supports
plan level refactoring patterns that are to be manually applied
by the developers, ideas used in the implementation of this tool
are generic ideas that provide a base for different refactoring
types and development artifacts.

I. INTRODUCTION

Based on the experiences on agent-based system devel-
opment, AOSE research community has realized that it is
almost impossible to develop complex systems like multi agent
systems - MAS in a sequential manner [33], [7]. The solution
is the iterative approach which has been accepted as one of
the best practices by software development community and
integrated to all recent software development methodologies
such as Rational Unified Process - RUP [26] and Extreme
Programming - XP [3].

Managing the continuous evolution of software architecture
and related design is one of the key issues in iterative devel-
opment. XP introduces two critical practices to manage the
evolution of software architectures: test driven development
[21] and refactoring [18].

Test driven development produces test code for each class
developed during iterations. This test code provides a pro-
tection shield against the flaws that can occur as a result
of changes made on the working code by guaranteeing the
functional accuracy of this code. The other best practice
refactoring defines a process for improving the structure of
the software system without altering the external behavior.

An iterative and incremental development life-cycle ap-
proach is quite appropriate for developing large scale dis-
tributed and complex systems such as MASs. XP-like agile
processes, that introduce light-weight practices for iterative
and incremental development in a controllable way, are needed
to improve acceptability of the agent-technology by the indus-
try [7], [33]. However, traditional testing and refactoring ap-
proaches and their supporting tools cannot be re-used directly

in MAS development, since MASs are built using different
abstractions and techniques. So we need to re-define these
practices for MAS development.

In [28], we have proposed a refactoring approach that makes
evolutionary MAS development possible. This refactoring ap-
proach follows the route of traditional refactoring and provides
some new refactoring patterns for MAS development. The
proposed approach introduces some common problems called
“bad smells” experienced during the development of MAS
systems (such as duplicated behaviour structure and big plan)
and maintenance strategies called “refactoring patterns” to
overcome these bad smells. Each of the refactoring patterns
defined in this proposed approach focuses on overcoming
one or more than one bad smell(s) encountered during MAS
development.

In this paper, we aim to introduce a basic development
approach to produce MAS refactoring tools Then, we imple-
ment a refactoring tool called as ReSeagent on Seagent MAS
development framework [14], [15] by using the proposed ap-
proach. This tool supports refactoring on agent plans supported
by almost all MAS development methodologies such as Passi
[10], Tropos[5] and MaSe [13]. The tool can be used manually
by developers during MAS development activities. ReSeagent
focuses on refactoring Seagent plans whose meta model is
defined clearly in Seagent. However, software architecture of
the tool is generic and it can be used for other planning
systems whose meta-models are explicitly defined or other
MAS design artifacts such as role, goal and protocols.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the literature, there are some pioneering works which try
to apply agile practices to MAS development.

Knublauch [20] used practices of extreme programming -
XP [3], which is the one of the most known agile development
processes used for MAS development. Although, this work
proves the effectiveness of XP practices in terms of MAS
development, refactoring is not explained in detail. Since the
agent development framework and process meta-model, which
are used during development, are very simple, refactoring
operations on agents seem as very simple processes and
refactoring practice is applied on agents. However, an agent
that is developed by using a realistic development framework
can play many roles in MAS and those roles have many goals,
responsibilities and abilities. So, we believe that agents are not
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small; on the contrary they are too big entities for testing and
refactoring.

In another important work has been introduced by Chella
et. al. [8], well known Passi methodology is transformed to
Agile Passi. The testing framework developed by the Agile
Passi research team provides an automated testing approach
for testing multi-agent systems [6], [11]. Agile Passi approach
does not introduce an iterative or evolutionary style for MAS
development. Therefore, a refactoring approach that makes
agile MAS development possible is not introduced in this
work.

In [9], an agile methodology for MAS development is
introduced. This methodology is a generic methodology based
on the practices such as test driven development and refac-
toring that come from the agile approaches. The process of
SADAAM consists of four key phases: design, test driven im-
plementation, release & review and refactor & enhancement,
that are applied iteratively until a finished state is reached.
However, any detailed discussion on how the practices called
test driven development and refactoring are applied during
MAS development. Hence, the proposed methodology is a
generic methodology that does not add too many specific
ideas to the abstract development process proposed by agile
approaches. To concretize how the proposed methodology
is used for MAS development, the agile practices in the
methodology have to be discussed exhaustively.

Another working [30] focuses on to define which and
how traditional refactoring practice can be used for agent
based simulation systems on a multi agent simulation systems
modeling paradigm called MASim. At the end of the working,
a catalog that consists of the refactoring patterns used to
improve the system designs based MASim is introduced.
Moreover, some of the proposed refactoring patterns has been
implemented and integrated to an agent based simulation
platform called SeSam. This working does not introduce a
general refactoring approach and its main characteristics for
MAS development. The proposed refactoring patterns can be
used to only the agent systems that have a specific type. To
define the refactoring patterns that can be used during MAS
development, firstly a general refactoring approach based on
the characteristics of these systems has to be defined.

In [29], an iterative and incremental development approach
called agent oriented test driven development - AOTDD is
proposed to handle the complexity and continuously changing
nature of the requirements in MAS development. In AOTDD,
developers follow the development cycle with adding the new
functionalities to the system between iterations, just like all
other agile & iterative development approaches. Also, the life
cycle of proposed test driven approach and a testing tool that
supports the proposed test driven approach are introduced in
this work. Since this work is focused on the testing part of test
driven development, the refactoring step that is very critical
for iterative and incremental development is not discussed in
detail.

These works neither propose a systematic approach for
MAS refactoring nor introduce a refactoring tool support for
these approaches. In this paper, we focus on these two points.

III. A DEVELOPMENT APPROACH FOR MAS
REFACTORING TOLLS

Refactoring is directly dependent on the executable artifacts
of the developed system. In AOSE area, it is not possible to
define a set of executable artifacts that can be agreed on, since
there are several agent architectures such as BDI, re-active,
self-organized and several development approaches such as
Gaia [32], Tropos [5] and Adelfe [4] that aim to develop
agents based on these agent architectures. Naturely, different
executable artifacts may emerged based on the used agent
architecture and/or development frameworks that support these
architectures. As a conclusion, it is impossible to develop a
refactoring tool that is usable for all kinds of MAS develop-
ment artifacts. Instead of this, we need a generic approach to
develop MAS refactoring tools. This approach can be specified
for different MAS architectures and/or different artifacts to
produce a suitable refactoring tool.

The proposed development approach has three steps listed
as follows:

1) Define the meta-model of the target executable develop-
ment artifacts,

2) Define the bad smells encountered during the develop-
ment of the artifacts specified in the previous step,

3) Define the refactoring patterns that overcome the bad
smells defined for the target development artifact.

To illustrate how the proposed approach can be applied to
refactoring tool development, we chose the agent plans as
the target development artifact. Agent plan abstraction is
one of the most common artifacts in MAS development
methodologies. Almost all of the MAS methodologies use
plan abstraction (it is named with different terms in different
methodologies) to model agents’ internal behaviours. For
example, in the goal oriented development approach, each
agent goal is achieved by one or more agent plan(s). Several
approaches can be used to build plan structures such as HTN
[31], [23] based on the agent infrastructure. Developers have
to specify the planning approach before they apply first step of
the proposed refactoring tool development approach (defining
the meta-model of the target artifacts).

In our case, we aim to develop a refactoring tool for the
Seagent framework that was developed by our research group.
So, our refactoring tool called ReSeagent aims to refactor
agent plans that are directly dependent on the Seagent planning
infrastructure.

The rest of this section explains how the steps of the
proposed approach were applied for the plan artifact in the
Seagent framework.

A. Define the meta-model of the target executable development
artifacts

Performing a refactoring pattern requires a clear understand-
ing of the abstract syntax and semantics of both the source
and target models. Meta-modeling is a common technique for
defining the abstract syntax of models and the interrelation-
ships between model elements. To identify refactoring patterns
and bad smells for an executable design artifact, we have to
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know the meta-model used to build structures of this type of
artifacts.

In Seagent framework, the hierarchical task network - HTN
formalism [23], [31] is used to build and store of agent
plans. Hence, the plan level refactoring patterns introduced in
this paper are dependent on the HTN formalism. ReSeagent
refactoring tool supports to apply the mechanics of these
HTN dependent refactoring patterns on HTN plans that are
developed through Seagent. The structure of the HTN meta
model used in the current Seagent version is shown in the
figure 1.

Figure 1. Seagent HTN Meta Model

In HTN formalism, there are two kinds of task; complex
task (we call behaviour) and primitive task (we call action).
Complex tasks hold the structure of its sub-tasks and links
between these tasks. Primitive tasks have directly executable
code. Information requirements of tasks are illustrated as pro-
visions. Outcomes are result states of tasks. Data is transferred
to other tasks through the several kinds of link. An inheritance
link is used to transfer a provision of a parent complex task to a
sub task. Disinheritance links are used to transfer outcomes of
sub-tasks to parent complex task. And finally, the information
flow between outcomes and provisions of the tasks in the same
level is provided by internal provision links. As an addition
of the links come from the HTN formalism, there is one more
type of link called order link in the Seagent behavioural PSM.
Order links do not pass any information between tasks. They
are used only to order the execution of tasks.

B. Define the bad smells encountered during the development
of the artifacts specified in the previous step,

To make decision about applying refactoring patterns on an
arfifact, we need to define the common design problems that
are encountered by developers during the system development
process frequently. Fowler named these common problems
as bed smells in [18] and introduced refactoring patterns to
overcome these bad smells in software design. Each of the
defined refactoring patterns is introduced to overcome one or
many bad smell(s).

Similarly, we have to define bad smells for MAS develop-
ment. Based on our experiences on the MAS development, we
have identified following bad smells for plan level refactoring:
Duplicated behaviour structure, execution decision in a plan,
big behaviour, incoherent behaviour, redundant task group.

Detailed definitions of all defined bad smells are accessible
through the Seagent web side1.

C. Define the refactoring patterns that overcome the defined
bad smells for the target development artifact.

To develop a refactoring tool that can be used during MAS
development, the refactoring patterns that define the order of
the mechanics for each refactoring pattern has to be defined by
a standard way. Each pattern includes pre-defined mechanics in
order to overcome one or more bad smell(s). These mechanics
has to be defined by using a machine understandable semantic.
The tool uses the pre-defined machine understandable pattern
definitions to overcome bad smells.

In ReSeagent, we have defined seven refactoring patterns
for HTN based plan refactoring. These plan level refactoring
patterns that were defined based on our experiences with its
initiator bad smell(s) are shown in table I.

Table I
REFACTORING PATTERNS AND THEIR INITIATOR BAD SMELLS IN THE

PLAN LEVEL

The detailed definitions of all refactoring patterns defined
are accessible on the refactoring patterns part of the Seagent
web side.

IV. A HYBRID APPROACH FOR DEFINITION OF
REFACTORING PATTRENS

To implement a refactoring tool, firstly the refactoring
techniques supported by the tool have to be defined in a
usable form for the tool. We used a hybrid approach based
on the mechanisms used for defining transformation rules in
the Model Driven Enginnering - MDE to define the refactoring
tecniques mentioned in the previous section for our refactoring
tool. MDE is a discipline in software engineering that relies on
models as first class entities and that aims to develop, maintain
and evolve software by performing model transformations
[22], [25]. This section introduces our hybrid approach that is
based on the model transformation techniques [19] and used
to define refactoring techniques in ReSeagent refactoring tool.

1http://etmen.ege.edu.tr/wiki/index.php/refactoring_agent_system
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From the MDE perspective, a refactoring operation is a
model transformation between the initial and the improved
models. Model is a structure of design artifacts in the refac-
toring context. Like each model transformation has some
teransformation rules, each refactoring has some mechanics
that achieve main goal of the refactoring by working together.
It is nature to think that the refactoring approaches and tools
can be based on the model transformation approaches and
techniques. To develop a refactoring tool by using the model
transformation techniques, mechanics of refactorings should
be defined as the transformation rules. In this manner, the
refactoring tool operates the refactoring mechanics that are
defined as transformation rules according to the refactoring
pattern in order. This is not a new idea and there are some
works about rule based refactoring in the literature such as [2],
[24]. All of these works aim to define refactoring operations
by rules for their own target development sytle.

Transformation rules are the focal point for model trans-
formation. The techniques and languages that are used to
identify these rules specify the maim characteristics of model
transformation. There are two main approaches to define
trasnformation rules; declerative and imperative approaches
[12]. Declarative approaches (e.g., [1]) are attractive because
particular services such as source model traversal, traceability
management and automatic bidirectionality can be offered by
an underlying reasoning engine. On the other hand, imperative
approaches (e.g., [27]) may be required to implement trans-
formations for which declarative approaches fail to guarantee
their services. Especially when the application order of a set of
transformations needs to be controlled explicitly, an imperative
approach is more appropriate thanks to its built-in notions of
sequence, selection and iteration.

In Seagent framework, plan models are stored in ontologies
that are built by using a description logic based language called
Web Ontology Language - OWL2. Refactoring operations on
these plan models can be considered as model transformations
between initial plan ontologies and improved plan ontologies.
So, a logic based declerative approach looks like appropriate
for building rules on the these models. A refactoring tool
that supports transformation between OWL ontologies using
logic based rules is useful for refactoring Seagent plan mod-
els. However, logic based rules are not enough for defining
refactoring mechanics because of the two handicaps of logic
based declarative approaches listed belove:

1- Almost all of the logic languages such as Prolog have
been developed to extend their target models. By using these
languages, new definitions can be made on the existent ele-
ments in the model. These languages do not support to remove
and change the existent elements in the model. Refactoring
techniques require removing and changing of the existent
elements in the model besides extending of the model.

2- Another handicap of the declerative approach for creating
transformation rules of refactorings is that the mechanics of
refactorings should be operate in sequence, As mentioned
above, such a sequence operation can be controlled explictly
by an imperative approach.

2http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/

Because of these handicaps, the declerative approach cannot
be used alone to define refactoring mechanics since their
handicap mentioned above. To define refactoring mechanics
as rules, imperative or hybrid approaches should be used.

ReSeagent uses a hybrid approach that combines the advan-
tages of declarative and imperative rule definition approaches.
The declarative side of this approach is achieved by using
Semantic Web Rule Language - SWRL3. SWRL is a logic
based rule language that supports defining rules on OWL
ontology models. Refactoring mechanics that extend the initial
models are defined as SWRL rules. Refactoring mechanics
defined using the HTN paradigm forms the imperative side of
our hybrid approach[31], [23].

In this hybrid approach, each refactoring pattern is defined
as an agent plan by using the HTN paradigm and each
refactoring mechanic is implemented as an executable action
in refactoring plans. Refactoring mechanics that extend the
initial models are implemented as rule actions. Rule actions
have the responsibility of operating a SWRL rule on the OWL
model of the related Seagent plan. Refactoring mechanics that
change and/or remove the existing element in the initial model
are implemented as normal actions. Normal actions implement
change and remocal activities by means of Java code that
handles the ontology explicitly. All of the actions that are
implemented to realize the mechanics of a refactoring pattern
compose a refactoring plan that achieves the main goal of the
refactoring pattern. Sequential execution of these actions is
controlled by the plan structure.

Many different methods such as finite state machine can
be chosen to implement the imperative side of our hybrid
rule definition approach. However, defining each refactoring
pattern as an agent plan by using the HTN paradigm in
ReSeagent has some advantages listed below:

• Simplicity: In Seagent, HTN paradigm is used for testing
and implementation of plans. Defining refactoring pat-
terns by using the same method simplifies the addition
of new refactoring patterns into the refactoring tool.

• Reusability: HTN paradigm makes it possible to re-
use other pre-defined plan structures in higher level plan
structures. Thanks to this, big refactorings can be simply
implemented by re-using the pre-defined refactoring plans
in a high level refactoring plan.

• Generality: Since the refactoring plans are agent plans
like domain dependent user plans, these refactoring plans
can also be refactored by applying refactoring plan(s) on
these plans.

The software architecture of ReSeagent that executes the refac-
toring patterns defined by our hybrid approach is explained in
the following section.

V. OVERAL SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OF RESEAGENT

ReSeagent refactoring tool was implemented as a plug-in on
the Seagent plan editor in the Seagent Development Environ-
ment - SDE like the refactoring support of Eclipse. ReSeagent
gives suport for refactoring the plan models developed using

3http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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SDE. The tool applies pre-defined refactoring patterns on the
related plan models to fulfill the refactoring requests received
from Seagent plan editor.

ReSeagent focuses on the refactoring of Seagent plans
whose meta-model is clearly defined in Seagent. Additionally,
since the software architecture of the tool is generic and it
can be used for other planning systems whose meta-models
are different or for other MAS design artifacts such as role,
goal and protocols. To add support for the artifacts that have
different meta-models, you have to add new refactoring plans
that work on these meta-models into the refactorer role of
ReSeagent, and make some additions to the initiator module
for initiating these new refactoring plans.

Figure 2. Overal Software Architecture of ReSeagent

SDE has the responsibility of developing executable artifacts
such as plan models and goal models that can be executed by
Seagent. For this purpose, SDE includes a plan and a goal
editor for developing plan and goal models. It includes also a
testing tool called SeaUnit that verifies the functionalities of
these development artifacts [16]. The overall software archi-
tecture of ReSeagent and its dependencies on other modules
in SDE is shown in figure 2.

ReSeagent consist of two sub-packages: refactoring ini-
tiator and refactorer role. Refactoring initiator package was
developed as a plug-in on the Seagent Plan Editor like the
refactoring support of the well known Eclipse environment. It
has the responsibilities of capturing the refactoring requests in
the plan editor, and initiating a refactoring operation for each
of these refactoring requests. On the other hand, refactoring
role holds the refactoring plans that are defined to provide the
mechanics of the refactorings.

A. Refactoring Initiator

Refactoring initiator module of ReSeagent has a simple
structure. This module has the responsibilities of capturing
the refactoring requests from the plan editor and the user
preferences that are needed to fulfill these requests, and
initiating a refactoring operation that is suitable for each of
the captured refactoring requests.

When the developer wants to start a refactoring operation
on a pre-defined plan model by using the refactoring plug-
in of the Seagent plan editor, the initiator initiates an agent
that plays the refactorer role and then passes the refactoring
request with its inputs to this refactorer agent. This agent maps
the received refactoring request to a suitable refactoring plan
situated in the plan library of the refactorer role, passes the
input values to this plan and executes it. During the plan
execution, the input values of the refactoring requests are
passed to the sub-tasks of the plan via the links in the HTN
structure. Then, these subtasks are executed depending on their
order in the HTN structure. At the end of the plan, updated
plan models are returned to the initiator via the outcomes so
that the results can be shown to the plan editor user.

There can be many plans that realize the same refactoring
operation by means of different ways. In such a situation,
refactorer agent decides which refactoring plan has to be
executed, according to inputs of the refactoring request and its
internal state. This ability of the refactorer agent comes from
Goal Mapping Engine in Seagent framework [17]. Thanks to
this engine, Seagent agents can map a request to most suitable
of many plans that achieve same goal in different ways. When
this decision is made, some criteria such as inputs and outputs
of the goal are considered by the Goal Mapping Engine. To
add more than one refactoring plan that can realize the same
refactoring operation to Seagent, it is enough to add correct
mapping definitions to the knowledge base that are used for
goal mapping (called Goal Mapping Ontology in Seagent) by
the refactorer agent .

Another responsibility of the initiator is passing the updated
plan model(s) to the plan editor. Each refactoring plan has
some outcomes that return the plan models that have been
changed during the execution of the refactoring plan. There is
one outcome for each updated plan model. Initiator listens
to the planner of the refactorer agent after it initiates this
agent. When a PlanFinished event is thrown by the planner,
the initiator captures the updated plan models returned by the
outcomes and updates the model(s) in the plan editor. Hereby,
new structures of the refactored plans are shown to the user.

B. The Refactorer Role
Refactorer role is a special role that has refactoring goals

and refactoring plans that achieve these goals. This role can
access plan models and action definitions in the system. This
role has the responsibility of applying plan level refactorings
on plan models during MAS development.

The refactorer role has refactoring goals that aim to apply a
specific refactoring pattern on the Seagent plan models. Each
of these refactoring goals is achieved by one or more than
one refactoring plans. So, the plan library of this role has
to include at least one refactoring plan for each refactoring
pattern supported by ReSeagent tool.

The current version of ReSeagent refactoring tool supports
the following plan level refactoring patterns: Replace Tasks
with a Task, Extract Behaviour, Behaviour to Plan, Extract
Plan.

The detailed definitions of these refactoring plans can be
found on the ReSeagent plans page of the Seagent web site.
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Also, the OWL ontologies of the plans and Java codes of the
actions in these plans are downloadable on this page.

To give an inside about the refactoring plans in ReSeagent,
one of the refactoring patterns and the refactoring plan devel-
oped to achieve this refactoring in ReSeagent are explained in
the following section.

Replace Tasks with a Task Refactoring and Its Implementation
in ReSeagent

Replace Tasks with a Task refactoring can be used in such a
case: a functionality achieved by more than one tasks in a plan
structure can be achieved by only one task. This refactoring
removes these tasks from the plan structure and adds the new
task to the plan structure instead of the removed tasks.

When the Redundant Task Group bad smell is realized in a
plan structure, the plan can be made more readable and simpler
by replacing the task group with a task that can achieve same
functionality.

To apply Replace Tasks with a Task refactoring, the new
task has to have all of the provisions and outcomes of the
tasks in the replaced task group that are linked to other tasks
in the plan structure.

Mechanics:
1) Remove the task group from the plan and add the new

task.
2) Find inheritance and provision-outcome links that are

attached to the provisions of the replaced tasks and
attach such links to the suitable provisions of the new
task.

3) Find disinheritance and provision-outcome links that are
attached to the outcomes of the replaced tasks and attach
such links to the suitable outcomes of the new task.

4) Scan the provision-outcome links whose source or target
task(s) is the reference to the replaced tasks. If there are
such links, remove these links from the plan structure.

Replace Tasks with a Task refactoring plan in ReSeagent
refactoring tool is developed to realize the goal of “replacing
a task group with a task that can fulfill same functionality”
which is the aim of Replace Tasks with a Task refactoring
pattern. HTN structure of this refactoring plan that implements
the mechanics of Replace Tasks with a Task refactoring pattern
is shown in figure 3.

Figure 3. HTN structure of the Replace Tasks with a Task refactoring plan
in ReSeagent

The plan takes the name of the plan whose structure is be
refactored, the list of the tasks that are to be removed from
the plan structure and the task that is to be added into the
plan structure as provisions, and transfers these provisions

to its sub-tasks. The plan has four actions. Each of these
actions achieves one of the mechanics of the Replace Tasks
with a Task refactoring pattern. These actions which are called
ProvideProvisions and LinkOutcomes extend the model of the
target plan structure by adding new links. Hence, each of these
actions operates a SWRL rule to fulfill its responsibility. At the
end of the plan execution, updated plan structure is returned
through an outcome.

VI. CASE STUDY

In this section, we introduce a case study that shows the
usage of our refactoring approach and ReSeagent refactoring
tool during the development of an actual MAS application
which is a conference management system that has been
developed by Seagent group.

At the beginning of the development, we did not intervene
the developers and let them to follow a sequential development
process that does not impose evolutionary development. The
developers developed some of the goals such as “building the
program committee”, “sending call for paper” and “initiating
a conference” by applying the activities of their development
process.

After developing a few of the system goals, some bad smells
emerged in the design of the MAS that was developed: some
plan structures were duplicated in many plans. Furthermore,
the developers were disappointed from the unmanageable
structures of the plans developed.

We can give an example for these bad smells on a simple
plan structure from the conference management MAS. This
plan structure achieves the “sending call for paper” goal of the
“organization” role in this system. The initial HTN structure
of this plan that was obtained at the end of the sequential
development process for “sending call for paper” goal is shown
in figure 4.

Figure 4. The initial plan structure of the Send_CFP plan

The simple plan in the figure 4 takes the conference topic as
a provision. This provision is passed to the “create suitable re-
searcher profile” action through an inheritance link. In this ac-
tion, a researcher profile object is created, the interested_topic
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field of this profile is set with the topic that is received as a
provision and this researcher profile is returned through the
“OK” outcome. The other action called ”prepare and send
query message to DF” takes the researcher profile, creates a
query message by using this profile and sends this message to
directory facilitator - DF. The “evaluate incoming researchers”
action has an external provision called researcherList. This
provision includes agent descriptions of the researcher agents
that are sent by the DF. In this action, the description of the
researcher agents are filtered according to the preferences and
suitable researchers are selected. The final action called “send
CFP to selected researchers” has the responsibility of sending
call for paper of the conference to selected researchers using
the agent descriptions that are received as a provision.

Some tasks in the plan structure have a common goal
called “finding the suitable researcher agents” that should
be tested independently from the other goals. This goal can
also be part of the other plan structures such as “create
program committee” in the system. This was a bad smell called
Duplicated Behaviour Structure. So, we decided to collect
the actions called CreateResearcherProfile, SendResearcher-
QueryToDFand EvaluateResearcherAgentsinto a new plan
that achieves the common goal by applying Extract Be-
haviourrefactoring on these actions.

To initiate anExtract Behaviourrefactoring operation on
these three actions, we selected these actions and right clicked
the mouse. In the opened menu, we chose the Refactor —
> Extract Behaviour as shown in figure 4. Then, a window
releated with the Extract Behaviourrefactoring appeared on
the screen. This window had three spaces that had to be set
by the input values of the plan. These values were plan name,
tasks list and new task. When we set all of the spaces by values
and then clicked to the start button, the refactoring operation
was initiated. After, a short duration, the improved structure
of the plan appeared in the Seagent plan editor.

Figure 5. Final structure of the Send_CFP plan

At the end of the Extract Behaviour refactoring, we obtained
a new plan called FindResearcherAgents that can be re-used
in the other plan structures. This plan has the responsibility
of finding agent descriptions of the researchers that work on

the conference topic according to the topic provision. The
FindResearcherAgents plan was simply used in some other
plans in conference management system. The plan structure of
our “send CFP” plan after the Extract Behaviour refactoring
is shown in figure 5.

After the refactoring operations on the developed plan struc-
tures, we obtained more readable and manageable plans for
the conference management system. Reusable plan structures
such as FindResearcherAgents obtained during the refactoring
operations simplified to development of other system goals
that include the goals achieved by these plans.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we define a development approach for refac-
toring tools that can be used during the development of MASs.
To discuss this development approach on a refactoring tool
implementation, a refactoring tool called ReSeagent has been
implemented on the Seagent framework by following the
process proposed by this approach. This tool supports the
manual application of pre-defined refactoring patterns stored
as agent plans on Seagent plan models during the development
activities. So far, ReSeagent refactoring tool was used in the
development of the several MAS applications such as e-barter
and conference management systems developed by the Seagent
group. The experiences we obtained during the development of
these systems show that ReSeagent refactoring tool facilitates
evolutionary MAS development by simplifying the refactoring
process.
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